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My political place in the world inspired my practice. If it’s the case with all artists, would
we have the world constantly changing, questioning its ways and improving its structure?
Isn’t that the world we believe we already have? If it is so, why do we need artists? Are they
part of the challenges that economists, politicians and sociologists are imposing onto the
world? If so, then the artists need to voice the opinion creatively or enlarge, dislocate, change
the perspective of the view we and them hold, so in this distorted or closer look we can
see ourselves and our actions in a different light. And so ﬁnd solutions for the world we all
inhabit. Art is a communication process, not the message itself.
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This is a quick reﬂection on the social and political potential of artistic practise.
This year, Kabakov presented two works at the Venice Biennale: The Ship of Tolerance and
The City of Utopia.
In recent years, the artist has been the drawing power of events aiming to anticipate the
development of the civil society. Which tends, however, to ignore them.
As in the past years, in the ﬁfties, Constant produced his New Babylon, the gipsy city between
past and future, and Joseph Beuys his ecologist interventions. In less ﬁshy times, Öyvind
Fahlström focused his seventies works on wars for oil.
Today, perhaps more than ever, the artist is politically set in his time – a time, maybe referring
in particular to western countries, that is more politically conscious.
Politics means acting together, going out in the sunlight with other people to try to ﬁnd solutions
for common problems. It means having a collective thought, that crosses the boundaries of the
art world.
The artist promotes events, as in The Ship of Tolerance, which involved kids and teenagers and
is at the same time the ﬂag and auspice of a way of being and thinking.
The artist weaves, he composes utopias, as in Kabakov’s city, where he cross-references other
cities and utopias, from the Enlightenment to more contemporary examples. Utopia, a dream
that sinks its roots in the past but is spasmodically projected into the future.
Art is consequently just the ﬁrst step to reach a bigger dimension, beyond galleries and
traditional exhibition spaces; one of a social and political matrix.
Constant had been inﬂuenced by Debord’s situationist theories, and created New Babylon, a
nomadic camp of planetary-scale.
The political role of the artist should so be on a planetary scale, crossing every single nationalistic
boundary and avoiding globalization at the same time.
Artists from countries such as China and India, which are less individualistic than western
countries, look more for interventions of real utility.
Kabakov’s Ship opens the debate and goes beyond the simple Biennale event. It starts a
reﬂection on the concept of tolerance in a world still ground down by war, then transports it
to one place after another. The artist is here an initiator, the ﬁrst driving force for an operation
which will continue on its way.
Angela Madesani
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Is it the same to be an Artist or Politician? Do you stop being one to become the other?
I don’t think that I stopped being an artist when I was in charge of developing London’s cultural strategy. I don’t
recall having to abandon my habitual (‘creative’) modes of operating at any point while I was Co/Vice Chair
of Mayor Ken Livingstone’s Cultural Strategy Group (City Hall 2000-4). I do know I argued for the cultural
strategy document to be ‘made’ as a cultural artefact and for its publication to be seen as artistic process. The
creation of a bespoke, limited edition ‘book’ and accompanying ‘launch programme’ taking over City Hall for
two days were however the least of it - all be it the most ‘visible’ aspect of the process.
I regard my whole experience as the Mayor’s ‘cultural commissar’ to have been the continuation of being an
artist by ‘other means’, to paraphrase Von Clausewitz. Although I would suggest I personally do not think I
was resorting to other means - just that this might appear to be so to others with a different take on what it is
to be an artist. I felt an outsider at City Hall but wouldn’t know this establishes anything.
Thoughts which occur to me in response to 3 questions posed by ‘The Almanac of Political Art’:
1) Art and Politics are both ‘ engaged’ practises. I couldn’t make the distinction in my or anybody else’s work
between that art which is political and that which isn’t.
2) Perhaps theoreticians or academics might ﬁnd it relevant to discern what ‘the political and economic
implications of ‘cultural exchange’ in Europe are’. For everybody else cultural exchange isn’t conﬁned to
the exchange and intermingling of intellectual freight across the frontiers of juridically deﬁned geographical
territories. Cultural exchange occurs regardless.
3) I am not aware that ‘Socialism’ or ‘Anarchy’ speak much to my processes lately.
I don’t recognise the Almanac’s chapters as being distinct from each other so I see my contribution as ‘ﬁtting
in’ to all 3.
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Answer the following questions.
You may take as long as necessary.
You may request more paper if necessary.
1a) By what criteria might we judge an artwork to be political?
1b) By what criteria might we judge a political artwork?
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Gackland Paints And Writes...

THEM & US: The Alliteratively-Christened Cartoon Character’s Unpleasant Dream Of The Future.
Most of the guilt that plagues my little life actually emanates from situations not of my own making. It was never my choice to live
in the afﬂuent half of a world so sharply unequal. I merely ﬁnd myself riding on the crest of a wave. I have never sent a troop to war
in my life. All of this is done for me. That, too, is part of the guilt. Mine is a guilt of the ineffectual. But what of those who do wield
power? Their relationship towards guilt is surely one of the key elements of the current world stage. As is their need not to be seen
to acknowledge guilt when it smiles on them. Surely they don’t actually feel the Divine Right that protected rulers from self-doubts
in the Age Of Kings. When a politician becomes a “Recruiting Sergeant” for his deadliest enemy by his own heavy-handed actions,
has he become a victim of a lack of foresight? Or merely of his commitment to do the right thing (and hang the consequences)?
Strange games of chess played in deserts may seem like distant pastimes where ideology can submit to strategy and gain, but the
ideological vacuum soon swallows the heart. Eventually, pawns will seek to ﬁll vacuums. Charlemagne never had to worry much
about accountability. Or terrorism. But these are different times, mainly as a result of technologies.
Hark! Hear my call to the ineffectual everywhere. Rally your brethren and sucklings. Begin the chant, “I think I can, I think I can” and
ﬁll your lord and enemy’s shoes. It’s better to regret something you did than something you didn’t do.
“Damn you all to Hell!”
- Charlton Heston, 1968.
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The concept of public space, beloved
of lonely myopic law-abiding right-on
gushing morons, can only imagine the
public as a mass of bodies.
The concept of the public realm,
preferred by shifty piss-guzzling
half-witted busy-body nerve-wracked
self-serving technocrats, can only
imagine the public as a mass to be
administered.
The concept of the public sphere,
in the radical tradition of Critical
Theory, imagines the public producing
itself through politicized acts of
cultural exchange.
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‘The visual content of the work e.g. the views of Penzance were not very important, nor even was the
process of the journey itself. Both were only a backdrop to the human drama which took place in the
encounters between the ‘art-visitor’ and the taxi drivers….Like a form of mobile speed dating, the work was
a highly choreographed quartet of facilitated social exchanges, in which the boundary between art and life,
‘audience’ and performer was dissolved’.
Rupert White - Tract highlights x 6 http://art-cornwall.rupertwhite.co.uk/exhibition%20tract%20highlight.
htm
and www.tract-liveart.co.uk
‘As part of PAIR 01 in Lahti, Finland in November 2006, Fran Cottell extended her earlier work which
had used her house as an installation into a performance event in a lift. ….There is a quietly subversive
rearrangement of power relations in this work and the earlier pieces to which it refers: all rearranging the
house/home into an installation………
This is not the conviviality of Nicolas Bourriaud’ relational aesthetics since there is not the presumption
that dialogue in and of itself is inclusive, egalitarian and democratic. Instead the work is closer in intent to
Claire Bishops’ discussion of democracy in Ernst Laclau and Chantal Mouffe’s terms making visible the
naturalized exclusions of democracy and recognizing the necessity of a partial identiﬁcation and questioning
required in these exchanges between viewer, artist and work to address both sexual, cultural and aesthetic
politics. These observations are as much about expectations as how we draw distinctions in our own lives as
well as other peoples about what they value and what they do not.’
Katy Deepwell - Social Feminism and the Question of Difference, Fran Cottell: n.paradoxa international
feminist art journal, Indifference vol. 19 2007
‘Fran began her talk by citing an article in the magazine ‘N.paradoxa’ in which she is discussed in terms of
being a ‘social feminist’: a term which she saw ﬁrst used by Kate Millet the feminist author. Fran went on to
explain that this term implies an attitude that is governed by a woman’s approach to solving problems in the
world. ‘Social feminism’ is a space of post-feminist empathy with the other that we have arrived at through
a critical awareness of the white middle-class domination of the debate of difference, of the distance of
feminism as a paradigm from the daily experience of women and from the body.
Fran went on to describe how the lack of a uniﬁed front to feminism, following the necessary fracturing
of the movement to allow for the diversity of human experience, has led to a perception of feminism as no
longer relevant. This assertion is now being challenged as women’s groups spring up in colleges around the
country and the debate about the importance of feminism is rejuvenated in a climate where women are aware
of difference but also of the need to come together.’
From a response by Rebecca Weeks to a talk I recently gave for art surgery’s BAIT seminar in Hayle (Salt
Gallery) on www.artcornwall.org/features
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Szuper Gallery : The Extras, Two Extracts
1975
The extras have all arrived in the red room. It is 1975. The Committee of the
Workers’ Party has also arrived. They have not yet taken their places. They
are instructed to wait for the moment; the podium hasn’t been cleaned yet. The
ashtrays are full; a red felt cloth is spread over the long table. The spotlights
are arranged. A man is sitting at the long table. The podium is too tall; the
architect decides that everything has to be redone. The extras wait, drinking
beer. A girl pulls on the beard of one of the functionaries. He kicks her roughly
in the shin: “Stop it, damn it.” We wait some more; now everyone is sitting
aligned in the long rows of chairs; the functionaries and union representatives
have taken their places. Meanwhile, thick cigarette smoke is rising from the
podium. The annual meeting of the representatives of the Central Committee
has begun. The extras are given quiet instructions from behind. From the
badly arranged rows of chairs they are trying to get a halfway decent view of
the podium. Points are made; decisions are made; salaries are discussed. “It
isn’t right that a fireman should earn less than a police officer.” The
atmosphere is tense, and the scene has to be repeated five times. “Listen to
what they’re saying up there!” In the second-to-last row a man bends over the
woman sitting in front of him. He slowly raises her dark blouse, pushes his
hand under her shirt, touches her breast. Those of us in the back row struggle
not to be noticed. Nevertheless we try to capture the screen quickly with the
camera we have hidden in a file folder until now.
1932
The extras assemble behind a projection. The instruction is to move back and
forth quietly. The projection of the wall is just large enough for bodies to hide
behind it with heads hanging out to the side. The walls are brick red, layered,
held from a distance by a steel-tube structure. Behind it are empty Styrofoam
cups with leftover coffee and cigarette butts. The extras have to duck. Behind
the projection lies Petra von Kant with her female lover on a rustic bed. Wait.
More. Repeat. The extras are supposed to remain in position. Her lover says:
“We must try to stop the war, if only I knew how. For the Americans it’s all
about oil. We are governed by an oil lobby. I tried to participate in all the
demonstrations in the city, but I don’t have the time anymore. I feel so weak to
start something myself, to organize something, here and now.” Meanwhile
Petra von Kant is braiding her lover’s pigtail, as the production manager had
instructed her. The production manager deletes the images from the digital
camera again; let’s use the cine film. We film directly from the monitor. The
extras have to persevere in the corner. Meanwhile Petra von Kant pushes
herself slowly out of bed. We try to capture the brief, uncontrolled smile that
darts across her face.

Szuper Gallery
extract from ‘The Extras’, a collection of short texts.
www.szuper.org
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HOLY DAMN IT
Project demonstration on the topic “What is political art today”
HOLY DAMN IT demonstrates how political art operates directly within the process of global
communication networks and political agendas. The project takes art out of traditional spaces of
representation and focuses on linking it with the contents on site.
HOLY DAMN IT has to be seen as an artistic intervention in the process of a political debate about social
alternatives in the international protest and resistance movements against the G-8 summit in Heiligendamm
near Rostock in 2007.
Ten international artists and artist collectives from four continents created one poster each, which was spread
in public space as well as in different institutions throughout Europe.
Participating Artists:
bankleer (D) / open circle (India) / Mansour Ciss/ Laboratoire Déberlinisation (Senegal) / Markus
Dorfmüller (D) / Petra Gerschner (D) / Marina Gržinić (Slovenia) / Ibrahim Mozain/Artists Without
Walls (Israel/Palestine) / Oliver Ressler (A) / Walter Seidl (A) / Allan Sekula (USA)
The artistic contributions deal with the hegemonic conditions and current issues about social movements
against capitalist globalization: privatization, exploitation of human beings and resources, war, torture,
escalating military mobilization from within and to the outside as a permanent state of exception, sexist
violence and patriarchal as well as racist models of dominance. Moreover, the project deals with the power
of global image (re-)production within capitalism and the development of ideas about of an emancipative
and solidarity-oriented culture and society.
Each poster of the ten artists and artist groups was printed 5.000 times in A 2 format and distributed free
of charge. The posters are not restricted to special sites of presentation and have been shown in institutions
which operate strongly in-between art and politics as well as at the meetings to mobilize against the G-8
summit. They have appeared in approx. 20 European cities in order to use public space as a place for action
and reﬂection. The project has been published in Camera Austria # 98/2007. Allan Sekula also produced a
large outdoor panel of his motif for documenta 12 and commented on the project in the exhibition catalogue.
HOLY DAMN IT can be seen as the start for a long-term project of communication and exchange of ideas
between artistic production and intervention as well as between the various perspectives on political views
of the world.
For more information about the project see: www.holy-damn-it.org
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What makes my art political?
George Osodi’s Oil Rich Niger Delta, 2004-2007 comprises some 200 digital photographs that
depict the miserable lives of Nigerian oil workers. The work is presented as a digitalized screen
show with one shot appearing after another, creating a sense of monotonous reinforcement of their
abject lives. Although the work stands up on its own as a critique of “big oil”, the artist’s biography
is illuminating to our understanding of the work. George Osodi, is a former banker, who has chosen
art as the medium for communicating the plight of Nigerian oil workers to the world. He could have
chosen other methods, for example writing or journalism, he could have become a documentary
ﬁlmmaker, joined an NGO or the government. Why did he choose art as his medium? Is there
something intrinsically powerful about the visual image when it is an artwork, rather than being just
a visual image per se? Does its institutional context, namely being presented at documenta 12, give
it a special gravitas? Hans Haacke has also explored the dealings of oil companies in Africa, and the
relationship between big business and art sponsorship in MetroMobiltan, 1985. Mobil Oil Company
sponsored cultural activities, including a show of ancient Nigerian art with a view, in its own words
“of improving and ensuring the business climate”. Both Osodi and Haacke are concerned with the
related issues of power and exploitation. Osodi uses visuality, the power of images, a narrative
in pictures and he employs a business medium: the screen show, relying on our ability to absorb
literally hundreds of images, none of which we view for more than 30 seconds. Hans Haacke,
producing works 20 years earlier, chooses posters and billboards. His images are static and text and
image have equal importance. Employing irony, the tone in the text is the language of the institution,
but its content is subversive.
David Goldblatt’s The Transported of KwaNdebele, 1983, depicts a series of black and white
photographs, narrating in documentary-style, the harrowing story of black commuters prior to
the repeal of the pass laws in 1986. The Transported of KwaNdebele, was part of a project in
which Goldblatt was asked to record a photographic essay on homeland transport for the Second
Carnegie Inquiry into Poverty and Development in Southern Africa. Goldblatt’s photographs show
a strange netherworld in which black workers spent up to eight hours at night traveling to and from
workplaces. One image is captioned; “Going home: 8:45 pm, Marabastad-Waterval bus; some of
these passengers will reach home at 10pm and start the next day at 2am.” Re-contextualizing the
work by exhibiting it in a museum context - it shown in David Goldblatt: Fifty-one Years at Modern
Art Oxford, 2003 - transforms it from photographic evidence into art. Anti-apartheid issues were
also the subject of Hans Haacke’s work: A Breed Apart, 1978, which targeted British Leyland’s
involvement in the apartheid regime in South Africa. Their corporate slogan: “Leyland Vehicles:
Nothing can stop us now”, was picked up by Haacke and turned on its axis into an instrument of
critique. The difference between the artwork and an image in the press or in a government report
is its sustainability and longevity (not to mention its aura). Long after the press photographs have
been archived and the government reports forgotten, a work of art can live again. David Goldblatt’s
photographs are showcased in documenta this summer and recently Hans Haacke’s works formed
part of a major retrospective in Hamburg and Berlin: Hans Haacke: For Real - Works 1959 – 2006.
Victoria Preston
Director, Wings Projects Art Space

June 26, 2007
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Relating to politics
If political art means a kind of anticapitalism or a left-winger
attitude, then in Hungary as in a former excommunist/socialist
country it can be regarded practically as an
absurd trial. People had experienced, that there
is - unfortunately or not - no alternative of
capitalism at the moment, and the system can be
only sophisticated.
Besides the public opinion, the expression-kit of
the artists and the one-chanelled hierarchy of the
art scene can be also blamed for not involving
the cultural life into the discussion of social
problems in Hungary.
So HINTS Institute aims to have a socio-cultural
presence, as the potential wider public can be
The three activist „guru” Jose Bove, Chiko Whitaker
only frightened off with political expressions. We
and Wolfgang Sachs discussion about climate change
focus on issues that are not in the centre of the
at the GlobFest Budapest, 2006. Behind them a
HINTS banner with a globe map turned upside down. actual political life and offical social discourse,
but all of us on this planet –disregarding age,
color, subculture- are affected by them, like: the situation of
women, nutrition, recycling and sustainability.
If we really want to communicate these kind of ideas, then we have
to talk the language of everydays, we have to embed the elements
of art and these social expressions into the usual everyday routine.
Besides our own projects, we have started to collaborate with
Hungarian non-governmental and activist organisations. We propose
visual solutions for their communication interface, from typography
to the use of different materials. This is design and art task at the
same time.

IF
hints.hu
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‘Work grounded in protest – against fascism, moral hypocrisy, the Vietnam War, and so on – is the closest
thing we have to an art that zeroes in on a crisis of public conscience and attempts to provoke viewers to think
about their own relationship to a social upheaval close at hand.’1
Certain contemporary art expresses a resistance through various media: whether it be social or political
resistance against oppression, or resistance to any type of ‘conformity’ which may, in effect, restrict the
potential found in diversity and hybridity.
This brief piece refers to three artists who resist: the British grafﬁti artist known as Banksy; the New York
installation artist Spencer Tunick; and the New York-based multi-media artist Anna Lascari.
In August 2005, BANKSY succumbed to the temptation to paint on the 8 to 10-metre high and 451-milelong dehumanizing concrete wall of Israel, which cuts through the West Bank, severing the water resources,
agriculture, and infrastructure of 6.5 million Palestinian refugees.2 See images.3 On 9 July 2004, the International
Court of Justice issued its decision on the Israeli wall. The Court’s ruling expressed the following. ‘The wall is
illegal. Israel must dismantle it, and pay compensation to Palestinians who have suffered ﬁnancial or property
losses as a result of its construction. No state should recognize the barrier as legitimate. The UN should act
to implement the Court’s decision’.
Since 1992, SPENCER TUNICK has been arrested ﬁve times by the authorities for endorsing ethical matters
to do with exhibiting nudity in public spaces. He fought as long battle with former mayor of New York, Rudy
Giuliani, for the right to photograph naked people on the streets. The Supreme Court ruled that his work
was protected by the ﬁrst amendment.4 In July 2005, Tunick gathered 1,700 naked people, who went on to
‘march’, as in a protest, between the Tyne and Millennium bridges on the Newcastle quayside.5
ANNA LASCARI’S computer-based interactive installation, Random Identity Forum (RIF), appears in the form
of an entertaining video game, almost: ‘design your own ﬂag; create a new European Union’. An interactive
forum, RIF is a place where one can cast a visual vote based on one’s political and inter/national beliefs. The
participant has the option to compose a new ﬂag based on the 25 existing EU member countries. By choosing
however high a percentage of whichever ﬂag one chooses to preserve, the interactive voter creates a new
ﬂag, which can then be distributed to other fellow voters, or printed as a document.6
In a world of opportunistic leaders who, for the sake of ﬁnancial advantage and regional supremacy have
no reservations about manufacturing a myth to do with weapons of mass destruction, costing hundreds of
thousands lives of Iraqis while wreaking havoc in their country, one of the few tools that empowers us is
resistance, and art is a means to make it visible.
Maria Petrides
Writer and PhD candidate (UCL)
(Footnotes)
1 Dan Cameron, ‘Inconsolable’ in Doris Salcedo, p.9 (Dan Cameron is senior curator of the New Museum of
Contemporary Art, and contributor to the magazine Art Forum).
2 Land Research Centre & Applied Research Institute – Jerusalem.
3 http://arts.guardian.co.uk/gallery/0,8542,1543331,00.html
4 The Guardian, National News (18 July 2005).
5 http://www.i-20.com/artist.php?artist id=19
6 See website: www.annalascari.net/RIF. For the Username enter rif; For the Password enter random.
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‘just what is it that makes my art so political, so democratic?’

Deﬁnition of Political : Showing 1-10 of 5,796,000
political (adj.) involving or characteristic of politics or parties or politicians : “calling a meeting is a political
act in itself”- Daniel Goleman
political (adj.) of or relating to your views about social relationships involving authority or power : “political
opinions”
political (adj.) of or relating to the profession of governing : “political career”

Deﬁnition of Art : Showing 1-10 of 7,269,000
art (n.) the products of human creativity : works of art collectively
art (n.) the creation of beautiful or signiﬁcant things : “art does not need to be innovative to be good”
art (n.) a superior skill that you can learn by study and practice and observation : “the art of conversation”
political + art + social
political + art + views
political + art + human
political + art + politics
political + art + power
political + art + study
political + art + parties
political + art + profession
political + art + relationships
political + art + practice
political + art + things
political + art + act
political + art + products
political + art + meeting
political + art + skill
political + art + signiﬁcant
political + art + creation
political + art + authority
political + art + beautiful
political + art + politicians
political + art + creativity
political + art + superior
political + art + observation
political + art + governing

80,200,000
68,800,000
57,700,000
55,700,000
48,200,000
45,100,000
37,200,000
29,100,000
28,000,000
25,300,000
23,100,000
21,100,000
19,400,000
14,800,000
9,590,000
9,430,000
8,180,000
4,440,000
2,020,000
1,410,000
1,380,000
1,310,000
1,230,000
1,150,000

13.51%
11.59%
9.72%
9.38%
8.12%
7.59%
6.26%
4.90%
4.72%
4.26%
3.89%
3.55%
3.27%
2.49%
1.61%
1.59%
1.38%
0.75%
0.34%
0.24%
0.23%
0.22%
0.21%
0.19%
rona bierrum
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CHAPTER ONE:
What makes your art political?
I am very sensitive to the fact that art can make a king become a beggar. Art can equally
make a beggar become a king. All these usages of arts are for instrumental purposes.
Hence I am using my art to positively change and transform the society.
With particular reference to the Re-union of European countries to form the modern
European Union, I am very much impressed to make the following contributions in the
upcoming Re-union Almanac. I must thank the people who initiated this noble idea and
carried to a logical conclusion.
I was compelled to contribute by the inferences I drew from the Divine dialogue at the time
of creation when God said: “Come let us make man.” In so doing God was establishing the
Group Mind as an attribute that is transcendental and fundamental to human existence.
The Divine dialogue at creation and its aftermath reﬂects the regenerative and absolutely
creative frontiers of the Group Mind phenomenon.
The multifarious advantages associated with this European Union outweigh any
disadvantage that may arise there from, if we embrace the following cardinal points
by establishing the integrals of love for one another, trust, understanding, conﬁdence,
inclusion of the interests of others in deﬁning our own, and moderation of our individual
propensities, as essential ingredients for the manifestation and substance of principles
of Group Mind. These variables are some of the deﬁning properties of meaningful coexistence between individuals or among and within groups such as communities, nations,
countries and also a cosmopolitan order.
Therefore, coming together of different nations, to form the European Union, calls for
sincere and genuine patriotism. It demands an embodiment of good of citizenship as well
as a wholesome disposition to nation building that, in the ﬁnal analysis, translates as the
evolvement of a better world order.
Hence, we all need one another for peaceful co-existence and good neighborliness. We
cannot continue to live in fears of one another. You cannot live with someone you have
separated from or you have threatened his life and environment. Rather, we have to work
together.
Finally, to be candid with you, I must stress that there will never be a time in this world
of diversity when all human beings will hold the same religious of political, etc, opinion
or ideologies. But you have to trade off some of yours to be able to co-exist. Also, in this
world of dialogue, please don’t bargain for impossibilities. Consider your fellow human
beings. Remember that they also have right to life.
All these are some of my approaches in creating Political Arts.

By
Sir Mbonu Christopher Emerem
Nigerian Professional Artist
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Bernadette Huber
www.bernadettehuber.at
office@bernadettehuber.at

The alternating male—female roles that the sexes assume and which I insert
in my artistic works symbolize from the very start and with explosive effect,
unequal distribution of power in the political scene. Further content often
emerges from the background of the current but constantly-changing state of
affairs, and is added to the basic political attitude.

“Austriaplatz" in Czernowitz about 1880.
The statue had been missing since 1918.
.

“bridge:ing”
The “Czernowitz Austria” – symbols and identities in a new Europe
An international art and culture project .
What means “to belong” and “identity”? Can identity be decreed by symbol? How is identity constructed?
Which symbols do have future?
These questions – highly charged in light of the debates surrounding “European identitiy” – are the core
concern of the international art and cultural project.
The replica of the 2003 rediscovered “Czernowitz Austria” sculpture is the basis and starting point for an
artistically and scientific examination about political symbols and European identities. The project started in
January 2005 and runs with international exhibitions and events till 2008 in major cities in the five actively
engaged countries (Austria, Hungary, Slovakia, Poland, and Ukraine): Vienna, Budapest, Bratislava, Krakow,
Lviv, Chernivtsi, Kiew).
The whole project is organized by the "Institute for culture-resistant Goods" in Vienna (Barbara Zeidler, Abbé
Libansky) and is curated by Lucas Gehrmann, Maria Anna Potocka, Boris Ondrejicka and Jiri Sevcik.
Bernadette Huber´s work “Czernowitzer Austria” - A Video Intervention and Interaction with “Austria”
uses this allegorical female figure as a projection surface (4 projections). One projection shows men's heads
personifying power, replacing the monument's missing head.
An Interaction (kneeling in front of the statue) should involve the viewing public in the pregnant symbolism of
the happening: within a red and white police barrier-grid a small Austria-effigy on wheels moves in a circular
path to the melody of the Danube Waltz….. A surveillance camera simultaneously views the whole situation.
Links:
www.bernadettehuber.at
www.kulturresistent.net
www.volkskundemuseum.at/ausstellung/frame_archiv.htm
www.bunkier.com.pl/index.php?section=szukaj&toFind=bridge%3Aing&where=wszedzie&x=3&y=2

Bernadette Huber, “Czernowitzer Austria”, Gallery of Contemporary Art BUNKIER SZTUKI, Krakow
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“Art is always political, not because it speaks of

...
Political art is
politics

one that acts within a
certain micro-social world
and makes changes in ways
of behaving, perception and
understanding art.”... and
the world.
Branka Ćurčić for New Media Center_kuda.org, Novi Sad, http://kuda.org
Quoted from the book “Ommited History”, publication within the project "The Continuous Art Class",
editor and production: New Media Center_kuda.org, publisher: Revolver, Frankfurt, 2006.
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